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Here, we predict the effect of the spontaneous deformation of a flexible ferromagnetic ribbon induced by Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI). The geometrical form of the deformation is determined both by the type of DMI and by the equilibrium magnetization of the stripe. We found three different geometrical phases, namely, (i) the DNA-like deformation with the stripe central line in the form of a helix, (ii) the helicoid deformation with the straight central line, and (iii) cylindrical deformation. In the main approximation the magnitude of the DMI-induced deformation is determined by the ratio of the DMI constant and the Young’s modulus. It can be effectively controlled by the external magnetic field, which can be utilized for the nanorobotics applications. All analytical calculations are confirmed by numerical simulations.
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Introduction. Magnetic soft matter opens new possibilities in the construction and fabrication of shapeable magnetoelectronics [1,2], interactive human-machine interfaces [3,4], and programmable magnetic materials [5,6]. Remote control of the shape and three-dimensional (3D) navigation of the soft magnet by means of the external magnetic field stimulate intensive investigations in the area of milli- [4–8] and microrobotics [9–11] for flexible electronics and biomedical applications. So far the magnetosensitive elastomers [12–17] are the most studied magnetically responsive flexible materials. The magnetic properties of elastomers are determined by the long-range dipole-dipole interaction [18–21] which results in the relatively large scale of the geometrical deformations. It is well known that organic, organic-inorganic hybrid, and molecule-based magnets exhibit different types of magnetic ordering [22–29] and some of them can keep ferromagnetic state (see Table I). A promising feature of the DMI-induced deformation is its field-controlled reconfigurability, which is an important issue for the nanorobotics applications. The numerical simulations confirm our analytical calculations: shape of the deformed ribbon and phase diagram of equilibrium states. We used an in-house developed simulating code, which takes into account both magnetic and geometrical degrees of freedom.

Model. We consider a 3D narrow ferromagnetic ribbon of rectangular cross section whose thickness $h$ and width $w$ are small enough to ensure the magnetization uniformity along a ribbon cross section. The ribbon length $L$ is substantially larger than the transversal dimensions ($h \ll w \ll L$). The space domain occupied by the ribbon is defined as $r(\xi_1, \xi_2, \eta) = \zeta(\xi_1, \xi_2) + \eta n(\xi_1, \xi_2)$. Here, $\zeta$ determines a 2D surface $S$ embedded in $\mathbb{R}^3$ with $\xi_1 \in [0, L]$ and $\xi_2 \in [-w/2, w/2]$ being local curvilinear coordinates on $S$. The unit vector $n$ denotes the surface normal and the parameter $\eta \in [-h/2, h/2]$ is the curvilinear coordinate along the normal direction. The parametrization $\zeta(\xi_1, \xi_2)$ induces the natural tangential basis $g_\alpha = \partial_\alpha \zeta$ with the corresponding metric tensor elements $g_{\alpha\beta} = g_\alpha \cdot g_\beta$. Here, $\alpha, \beta = 1, 2$ and $\partial_\alpha \equiv \partial_{\xi_\alpha}$. Assuming that vectors $g_\alpha$ are orthogonal, one can introduce
the orthonormal basis \( \{e_1, e_2, n\} \), where \( e_a = g_{ae}/\sqrt{\gamma_{aa}} \) and \( n = e_1 \times e_2 \) [see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) for detailed notations].

The total energy \( E = E_E + E_M \) of a flexible ferromagnetic ribbon is a summation of elastic [37,38],

\[
E_E \equiv \frac{Y}{8(1+\nu)} \int_0^L \int_{-w/2}^{w/2} \left( hE_3 + \frac{h^3}{3}E_B \right) \sqrt{\gamma} d\xi_1 d\xi_2 , \quad (1a)
\]

and magnetic,

\[
E_M = h \int_0^L \int_{-w/2}^{w/2} (A\xi_3 - K\xi_3 + D\xi_3) \sqrt{\gamma} d\xi_1 d\xi_2 , \quad (1b)
\]

energy terms. Elastic energy is taken for the case of thin amorphous films where only terms of first and third order of magnitude with respect to thickness \( h \) are taken into account [37]. Here, \( g = \det \|g_{a\beta}\| \) and \( \gamma = \det \|\gamma_{a\beta}\| \) with \( g_{a\beta} \) being the metric tensor for ribbon free of elastic tensions (we consider a straight ribbon with \( \gamma_{a\beta} = \delta_{a\beta} \) as a reference metric). Parameters \( Y \) and \( \nu \in [0, 0.5] \) in (1a) are Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio, respectively.

The first term in elastic energy (1a) determines stretching energy density \( E_3 = \frac{1}{2}E_B \left( \xi_3 - \delta_{a\beta}\xi_3 \right)^2 \) [36]. In all cases we have \( g_{a\beta} = \delta_{a\beta} \) as a reference metric. Parameters \( Y \) and \( \nu \in [0, 0.5] \) in (1a) are Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio, respectively.

The first term in elastic energy (1a) determines stretching energy density \( E_3 = \frac{1}{2}E_B \left( \xi_3 - \delta_{a\beta}\xi_3 \right)^2 \) [36]. The last term in (1a) corresponds to the bending energy \( E_B = \frac{1}{2}E_{Ex} \left( \xi_3 - \delta_{a\beta}\xi_3 \right)^2 b_{a\beta}^2 \) with \( b_{a\beta} = n \cdot \partial_{\beta} g_{a\beta} \) being the second fundamental form.

The first term in (1b) is the exchange energy density with \( E_{EX} = \sum_{i=x,y,z} (\partial_i m)^2 \), and \( A \) is an exchange constant. Here \( m = M/M_s \) is the unit magnetization vector with \( M_s \) being the saturation magnetization. The second term in (1b) is the anisotropy energy density \( E_A = 1 - (m \cdot e_A)^2 \) with \( e_A \) being easy-axis vector. The vector \( e_A \) follows either normal or tangential direction and in this way, the anisotropy term in (1b) realizes the magnetoelastic coupling. Parameter \( K > 0 \) is easy-axis anisotropy constant. The exchange-anisotropy competition results in the magnetic length \( \ell = \sqrt{A/K} \), which determines the length scale of the system. The last term in (1b) represents DMI contribution \( E_D \) with \( D \) being the DMI constant. We consider two types of DMI: (i) \( E_D^H = m \cdot [\nabla \times m] \) is typical for systems with \( T \) symmetry [39]. In the following we call this DMI of Bloch type, since it results in the domain walls and skyrmions of Bloch type. (ii) \( E_D^H = m_n \cdot \nabla m_n \) is typical for ultrathin films [40,41], bilayers [42], or materials belonging to the \( C_2m \) crystallographic group. In the following we call this DMI of Néel type. Recently it was shown that Néel DMI can be obtained in the Janus monolayers of chromium trihalides \( \text{Cr}(\text{I},\text{X})_3 \) [43]. It is also important to note that DMI was recently observed in amorphous GdFeCo films [44].

A DMI in a rigid magnetic system results in the appearance of periodical structures (e.g., conical or helical modulations [45–48]). In systems with strong enough anisotropy \((|D|/\sqrt{AK} < 4/\pi)\) the periodical structures are suppressed and we have uniform magnetization distribution. However, if we add additional elastic degrees of freedom to the

![FIG. 1. Equilibrium states of flexible ferromagnetic ribbon with DMI in form \( E_0 = E_D^H \): (a),(b) Shapes of DNA-like (a) and helicoid (b) states. (c) and (d) are phase diagrams of equilibrium states of the flexible ribbon. Symbols show the results of the numerical simulations: circles and triangles correspond to helicoid and DNA-like states, respectively. The thick green line in (c) and (d) describes the boundary between equilibrium states [36]. In all cases we have \( \nu = 1/3 \).](image-url)
system, one should expect realization of a periodical magnetization distribution due to the 3D deformation of the ribbon. Schematic illustrations of the found DMI-induced deformations of flexible ferromagnetic ribbons are presented in Table I.

Now we utilize the model (1) to provide an analytic description for the DMI-induced flexible ferromagnetic ribbon deformation.

**DMI of Bloch type.** Here we consider DMI in form $E_D = \varepsilon D$. We start with a tangential easy-axial anisotropy ($e_\alpha = e_1$) \[49\]. Based on our numerical simulations we assume that DMI-induced deformation leads to the formation of two equilibrium states, namely, DNA-like [Fig. 2(a)] and helicoid [Fig. 2(b)] states. We start with a DNA-like state. Such a state is parameterized as $\xi = R \cos (\rho/R) \hat{x} + R \sin (\rho/R) \hat{y} + (\xi \sin \psi + \hat{z} \cos \psi) \hat{z}$, where $\rho = \xi \cos \psi - \xi \sin \psi$, $R$ is a radius of the central line, and $\psi$ is an angle between vector $e_1$ and the $xy$ plane [see Fig. 1(a)]. The pitch of the DNA-like state is $P = 2\pi R \tan \psi$. And the sign of the pitch determines the geometrical chirality $\varepsilon_D = \text{sgn} \rho^D = \pm 1$. This parametrization results in the Euclidean metrics, therefore this state is free of the stretching (i.e., $\varepsilon_{\alpha\beta} = \varepsilon_{\alpha\beta}^{\text{DNA}}$).

We show \[36\] that the total energy (1) is minimized by a stationary solution $m_{0}^{\text{DNA}} = \varepsilon e_1$, where $\varepsilon = \pm 1$ determines whether magnetization is parallel ($\varepsilon = 1$) or antiparallel ($\varepsilon = -1$) to the tangential axis. Equilibrium values for the radius $R$ and pitch $P$ are determined as

$$R_0^{\text{DNA}} = \frac{A}{|D|} \sqrt{1 + \varepsilon}, \quad P_0^{\text{DNA}} = \frac{A}{2} \sqrt{1 + \varepsilon},$$

with $\varepsilon = 24(1 - \nu^2)A/(Yh^2)$. The radius and pitch for the DNA-like state as functions of DMI strength are presented in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e). For the case of relatively large values of Young’s modulus $A/(Yh^2) \ll 1$ we have $R_0^{\text{DNA}} \propto Yh^2/[6|D|(1 - \nu^2)]$ and $P_0^{\text{DNA}} \propto \pi Yh^2/[3D(1 - \nu^2)]$.

The energy of the DNA-like state is

$$E_0^{\text{DNA}} = -\frac{D^2}{4A \sqrt{1 + \varepsilon}} + 1 \approx -3(1 - \nu^2) \frac{D^2}{Yh^2}. \quad (3)$$

The second equilibrium state is referred to as a helicoid state. Such state can be parametrized in the following way $q^{\text{HEL}}(t_1, t_2) = \xi \cos (k\xi) \hat{x} + \sin (k\xi) \hat{y} + \xi \hat{z}$, where $k$ is a twist parameter of the helicoid ribbon, which results in the pitch $\rho^{\text{HEL}} = 2\pi/k$. The helical state is also characterized by the geometrical chirality $\varepsilon^{\text{HEL}} = \text{sgn} \rho^{\text{HEL}} = \pm 1$. The metric tensor for this state has a diagonal form $\|g_{\alpha\beta}\| = \text{diag}(1 + k^2 \xi^2, 1, 1)$. In contrast to the DNA-like state the helicoid geometry has nonzero Gauss curvature. This means that the metric tensor cannot be transformed to the Euclidean form. In our case it results in the stretching term in the energy (1).

By minimizing energy (1), we obtained similar solution for the magnetization as for the DNA-like state \[36\]: $m_0^{\text{HEL}} = \varepsilon e_1$. The equilibrium value of pitch for the case of narrow ribbons $k \nu \ll 1$ and large Young’s modulus can be determined as

$$\rho_0^{\text{HEL}} = \frac{\pi}{3(1 + \nu)} \frac{Yh^2}{D} \left[ 1 + 12(1 + \nu) \frac{A}{Yh^2} \right]. \quad (4)$$

The pitch of the helicoid state as a function of the DMI constant is presented in Fig. 2(f).

The energy of the helicoid state is

$$E_0^{\text{HEL}} = \frac{D^2}{Yh^2} \left[ 1 - \frac{27}{40} \frac{D^2}{Yh^2} \frac{w^d}{(1 - \nu)^2} \right]. \quad (5)$$

One should note that geometrical chirality of both states (DNA-like and helicoid) does not depend on the...
magnetization orientation and is defined only by the sign of the DMI constant: $D > 0$ for a left-handed ribbon and $D < 0$ for a right-handed ribbon.

The helicoid state appears due to the realization of a conical phase allowed by the elastic degree of freedom. This state is characterized by nonzero stretching. The competition between the stretching and bending energies results in the appearance of the DNA-like state for the larger $D$. In the limit of small $D$ both energies $E_{0}^{\text{HEL}} \propto -D^2$ and $E_{0}^{\text{DNA}} \propto -D^2$ demonstrate quadratic dependence on $D$ and $E_{0}^{\text{HEL}} < E_{0}^{\text{DNA}}$. However, for larger $D$ the stretching-induced term $\propto +D^2$ in (5) results in the preferability of the DNA state $E_{0}^{\text{DNA}} < E_{0}^{\text{HEL}}$. By comparing the energies of different states, we find the energetically preferable states for different $D$ and $Y$ values. The resulting phase diagrams are presented in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). There are two phases: (i) The DNA-like state is energetically preferable for relatively large values of $D$ or wide ribbons. (ii) The helicoid state is realized for relatively small values of $D$ or narrow ribbons. The magnetization distribution in both states is uniform in curvilinear reference frame and it is tangential to the ribbon surface. The boundary between two phases can be derived by using the condition $E_{0}^{\text{HEL}}(D, Y) = E_{0}^{\text{DNA}}(D, Y)$ [36]. The spontaneous deformations into the DNA-like and helicoid states are demonstrated in the Supplemental Material movie [36].

DMI of Néel type. Here we consider DMI in form $\varepsilon_D = \varepsilon_D^N$ which is expected to Janus monolayers of Cr(IrBr)$_3$ and Cr(IrCl)$_3$ [43]. For ribbons with tangential easy-axial anisotropy, i.e., easy axis is oriented along the ribbon $e_\theta = e_1$, the equilibrium magnetization is aligned with the tangential direction and DMI does not deform the shape of the ribbon. While for the easy-normal anisotropy, DMI results in the deformation to the cylindrical structure [see Fig. 2(c)]. This deformation is a limit case of a DNA-like state with $\sin \psi^{\text{DNA}}_0 = 0$. The equilibrium value of the radius is [36]

$$R_{0}^{\text{CYL}} = \frac{2}{|D|} \left[ 1 + \frac{Yh^2}{24A(1+\nu)} \right]. \tag{6}$$

Magnetization in this state is normal to the surface, i.e., $m_0^{\text{CYL}} = \pm n$. The energy of this state behaves as $E_0^{\text{CYL}} \propto -D^2/(Yh^2)$ [36]. The obtained prediction (6) is in good agreement with numerical simulations [see Fig. 2(g)]. One should note, that for ribbons with $L > 2\pi R_{0}^{\text{CYL}}$ the ribbon formally will wrap itself more than one time. This case should be studied separately. The spontaneous deformation into the cylindrical state is demonstrated in the Supplemental Material movie [36].

For the case of rigid ribbon ($Y \to \infty$) or vanishing DMI ($D \to 0$), one gets values $P_0^{\text{HEL}}$, $R_0^{\text{DNA}}$, $R_0^{\text{CYL}} \to \infty$, which correspond to the straight ribbon.

Influence of the external magnetic field. Finally, we studied the influence of the external magnetic field $H$ on the equilibrium states considered above. The magnetic field was applied along the $\hat{z}$ axis, i.e., $H = H\hat{z}$, for the DNA-like and helicoid states, while for the cylindrical state $H = H\hat{x}$. The interaction with the magnetic field is represented by the Zeeman term with energy density $\varepsilon_\mathcal{Z} = -\mathcal{M} \cdot m \cdot H$. The influence of the magnetic field was studied by means of the numerical simulations [36].

Typical values of field-induced changes of radii and pitches are presented in Fig. 3. One should note, that the magnitude of the field-induced deformation of the cylindrical state is especially large: the cylinder radius increases by the factor of 60 in our numerical experiments [see Fig. 3(g)]. At the same time, the helicoid and DNA states are more robust, and the relative change of the geometrical parameters does not exceed a few tens of percent.

Conclusions. In conclusion, we predict the effect of spontaneous deformation of a flexible ferromagnetic ribbon induced by DMI. The type of deformation depends on the DMI symmetry and equilibrium magnetization distribution (see Table 1). For a DMI of Bloch type the deformation is possible only for the tangential magnetization of the ribbon and it is determined by the geometrical, mechanical, and magnetic parameters: a DNA-like state takes place for wide ribbons or relatively large $D$, while a helicoid state is typical for narrow ribbons or relatively small $D$ (see Fig. 1). In both cases the geometrical chirality of the ribbon is determined by the sign of $D$ and does not depend on the magnetization orientation along the ribbon. For the case of the Néel-type DMI there is only one deformed state, namely, the cylindrical state (limit case of the DNA-like state with $\psi = 0$). It takes place only for the ribbons magnetized in normal direction.
Finally, we show that geometrical parameters of the ribbon are significantly influenced by the external magnetic field (see Fig. 3). This feature can be used for control of the nanorobots mechanics.
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[49] For ribbons with DMI of Bloch type and normal easy-axial anisotropy, i.e., $e_x = n$, the equilibrium magnetization is aligned with the normal direction and DMI does not deform the shape of the ribbon.


